
 
	 	 		 		

	

	

 
 
 

 
	

	
	
	

POST-DOCTORAL	POSITION	AT	
IMMUNOBIOLOGY	AND	PATHOGENESIS		

	
Helena	Soares	Lab,	Portugal	

	
	
	

Postdoctoral	Research	Position	
One	postdoctoral	position,	initially	for	6	months,	renewable	up	to	30	months	is	available	
for	an	enthusiastic	post-doc	to	join	our	translational	immunology	team.	To	apply	send	
your	CV,	a	motivation	letter	and	the	name	of	3	referees	to	helena.soares@nms.unl.pt.	
	
	
Project	summary	
Soares	lab	research	breaches	immunology	and	clinical	research.	We	start	with	clinical	data	and	
tissue	samples	 from	patients	and	probe	 for	 the	cellular	and	molecular	mechanisms	 involved.	
Research	will	focus	on	defining	the	basis	and	consequences	of	a	pathogenic	T	cell	population	in	
the	development	of	 rheumatoid	arthritis.	The	project	will	 include	high-throughput	studies	 to	
identify	genes/drug	targets	and	molecular	and	cellular	characterization	of	pathogenic	blood	T	
cells.	 Additionally	 synovium	 tissue	 explants	 will	 be	 used	 to	 elucidate	 the	 role	 of	 tissue	
microenvironment	in	the	regulation	of	chronic	inflammation.		
	
	
Qualifications	

- PhD	in	Life	Sciences	or	other	relevant	areas	
- Solid	background	in	Immunology	and/or	Disease	Mechanisms	
- The	candidate	should	be	a	self-starter	and	be	able	to	work	independently	in	a	

team	environment	
- Productive	scientific	contributions	
- Strong	commitment	to	science	
- Excellent	knowledge	of	English	

	
	
	

 
 

 POST-DOCTORAL POSITION 
IMMUNOBIOLOGY AND PATHOGENESIS LAB 

CEDOC, NOVA MEDICAL SCHOOL, LISBON, PORTUGAL 
 

 
The Immunobiology and Pathogenesis Laboratory (http://cedoc.unl.pt/immunobiology-
and-pathogenesis/) at the CEDOC- Chronic Diseases Research Centre, NOVA Medical 
School, Lisbon, Portugal, welcomes applications for: 
 
1-One postdoctoral position is available for an enthusiastic post-doc to join our 
translational immunology team. To apply send your CV, a motivation letter and the 
name of three referees to helena.soares@nms.unl.pt. 
 
Funding is available from October 2018 (start date flexible) for up to two years and half 
in a first instance. The salary will be according to the national research and technology 
foundation guidelines. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. 
 
Project summary 
Soares lab research breaches immunology and clinical research. We start with clinical 
data and tissue samples from patients and probe for the cellular and molecular 
mechanisms involved. Research will focus on defining the basis and consequences of a 
pathogenic T cell population in the development of Rheumatoid Arthritis. The project 
will include high-throughput studies to identify genes/drug targets and molecular and 
cellular characterization of pathogenic circulating T cells. Additionally, tissue explants 
will be used to elucidate the role of tissue microenvironment in the regulation of chronic 
inflammation. 
 
Qualifications 
 -PhD in Life Sciences or other relevant areas 
 -Solid background in Immunology and/or Disease Mechanisms 
 -The candidate should be a self-starter and be able to work independently in a 
team environment 
 -Productive scientific contributions 
 -Strong commitment to science 
 -Excellent knowledge of English 
 
 
This ad was posted July 23rd, 2018. 
 


